
 

 

CMOS wafer scale image sensors 

 

New product development services 

 

ISDI has extensive experience in developing specialised CMOS wafer scale devices for imaging 

technology in medical, scientific and industrial X-ray detectors. Our rapid development methods are 

designed around re-use of existing proven semiconductor IP, with a large library including pixel 

designs and ADCs.  

ISDI will deliver new designs with fixed cost NRE agreed at the outset of the project, and unit pricing 

set during the first phase. 

 

A typical project would follow a set of stages.  Each stage is costed individually. 

The optional pre-study phase allows the customer to explore different options at the start of the 

design. ISDI will advise on the choices available, and together the customer and IDSI will draft a set 

of requirements.  At this stage, ISDI will create a proposal for volume pricing. 

The specification phase results in a detailed set of design requirements, describing every aspect of 

the product. The sign-off of this requirement specification, and the accompanying acceptance test 

plan, marks the start of the product development phase. 

During the detailed design phase, the designers follow a standard design flow: circuit design, layout, 

and simulation. This may involve a combination of previously used and proven IPs, and new custom 

design.  In parallel with the silicon design, the packaging is designed, typically using a metal-ceramic 

substrate assembled with a small PCB connector PCB which is wire-bonded to the sensor chip. Test 

fixtures, such as probe cards, are designed for the wafer test machines.  At this stage, the 

preliminary data sheet is released, based on simulation data, allowing the customer to complete 

detailed design of the host product. 

Following fabrication and packaging of the silicon, engineering samples are delivered to the 

customer, and also characterised with calibrated light sources by ISDI for final verification. High 

temperature operating life (HTOL) testing is carried out for estimation of product life. Following 

characterisation, the full data sheet is released. 

Design-in support is available for a limited period for the customer’s engineering team, for 

assistance with integrating and testing the sensor in the first product. 
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Pre-study

•Support, know-how and advice on the application 

•First draft of specification. 

•Pricing agreement

Specification

•Drafting and sign-off of product specification and 

acceptance test plan

Detailed 

design

•Detailed design and simulation of the sensor.

•Design and simulation results review with customer

•Preliminary data sheet

•Tape-out of design to silicon foundry

•Tooling and package design

•Design of production test fixtures and software

•Sensor package design including substrate and 

connector PCB

•Transport packaging design

Engineering 

samples

•Set of packaged engineering samples for customer 

test and integration

•Full optical characterisation by ISD

•HTOL test

•Final data sheet

•Final acceptance test and sign-off.

Design-in 

support

•Engineering support for customer’s integration of the 

sensor with end-product


